Avalanche Search and Rescue
Practical Skills Resource Materials
The following resources are intended to assist students in preparing for the practical skills portion of the CAA Avalanche Search and Rescue Advanced Skills
(AvSAR) Course. This document contains 4 sections and an Appendix:
1. Alternate Search Strategies for Multiple Burials
2. Alternate Search Strategies for Deep Burials
3. ICAR Wanding
4. Tactical Triage
Appendix A - Device-Specific Recommendations to Find Multiple Burials
For each search strategy, there is:
•
•
•
•

An overview information section
A link to the technical paper
A link to video tutorials where available
A brief description of the transceiver technology required

For those preparing for the practical skills assessment, use this document in combination with the AvSAR Practical Skills Assessment marking guidelines to best
prepare for the exam scenarios.
Note: Before practicing the techniques outlined below, it is very helpful for students to have read the AvSAR student manual (2015). This will ensure an
understanding of the concepts and technology involved and lead to effective practice scenarios. AvSAR manuals are available through the CAA’s website.

1. Alternate Search Strategies for Multiple Burials
Solving multiple-burial search problems can be challenging because all transceivers transmit on a single transmit frequency. This results in the potential for
overlapping signals. Manufacturers attempt various approaches to differentiate between multiple signals:
•
•
•
•

Signal separation and masking functions (marking)
Scan functions
Alternate search functions, including analog modes
Scroll list of buried subjects
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In addition to the technical features of the transceiver, alternate search techniques must be learned and practiced in order to reliably solve all multiple burial
situations. Professional rescuers should be aware of strategies to help solve complex multiple burials where the buried transceivers are close together AND the
standard marking function fails or is not available. Buried transceivers are considered “close together” when there is more than one signal within 10-15 m.
Refer to Appendix A for device specific recommendations to find multiple burials
Method

Micro
Search-Strip
Micro Box

Three Circle
Method

Description / Recommendations*

Technical Paper

Video Tutorials

These search strategies can be applied in any situation with any
transceiver technology; however performing these strategies with
a digital-only device is challenging and requires more practice.

Genswein, M. and Harvey, S. 2002. “Statistical
Analyses on Multiple Burial Situations and
Search Strategies for Multiple Burials”. 2002
International Snow Science Workshop,
Penticton, British Columbia
http://arc.lib.montana.edu/snowscience/item/875

Mammut Product Channel
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EeRQ2ktcKoA

Semmel, Chris and Stopper, Dieter; “Orten mit
Methode”. Deutscher Alpenverein (DAV)
Panorama article 2004
https://s3.amazonaws.com/BackcountryAcces
s/content/papers/DAV3CircleMethod.pdf

Mammut Product Channel
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=NEcaHzkw8Z8

For digital transceivers with analog capabilities OR analog-only
transceivers (set range to low setting)*.
For digital-only transceivers*: Ignore direction indication and focus
only on the distance indication. Only leave the search strip to fine
search when the distance indication drops below 5 m.
The “3 circle method” uses a similar approach to the Micro Search
Strip. Instead of a micro strip, the search area is done in a series of
concentric circles. Searchers start with a 3m radius around the first
transceiver located, then move to a 6m radius, then 9m radius,
etc.

*refer to Appendix A: Device Specific recommendations to find multiple burials.

Backcountry Access
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=b68SDzzw2c4

Christie, S. “The Three Circle Method: A
Standardized Approach for Avalanche
Professionals”. Backcountry Access 2007

2. Alternate Search Strategies for Deep Burials
A burial is considered to be a deep burial when the subject is buried deeper than 150cm. Subjects at this depth become much more difficult to successfully rescue
and their survival probability is statistically much lower. Searchers must be aware of search challenges and specialized search techniques for deep burials, despite
the fact that deep burials are not common.
Searchers must recognize a deep-burial situation in order to successfully apply strategies to overcome transceiver limitations. A deep burial is likely if a thorough
fine search results in a relatively large distance minimum, and a wider area of similar distance indication.
As soon as a deep burial is suspected, rescuers must take quick action to maximize the potential for successful recoveries. This includes:
•

Making prompt triage decisions in order to optimize survival chances for subjects who have not yet been found.
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•

Immediately starting excavation effort while applying deep-burial transceiver search techniques. Emphasis should be on efficient shovelling, and calling in
as many resources as possible to assist with excavation.

The recommended search technique for deep burials depends on the type of transceiver being used. The table below describes techniques using different
transceiver technologies.
Method /
Transceiver
Technology
Fine Search
on a Line
Digital-only
dual or
singleantenna
transceiver

Rectangle
Digital-only
threeantenna

Description

Technical Paper

Video Tutorials

Steps:
1. Approach the deep burial situation from different
directions until the directional arrows indicate a straight
line – this represents the long axis of the transmitting
antenna.
2. Once the search has been narrowed to a line, ignore
direction indication.
3. Place a reference (ski pole or probe) to define the line to
search.
4. Search carefully along the line, being mindful of the
possibility of “spikes” of high distance indication.
5. Probe at lowest distance indication.
Steps:
1. Direct shovellers to begin excavation downhill of burial
area while doing a fine search.
2. Use an orthogonal bracketing method to define the sides
of a rectangular area where the distance indications are all
similar.
a. Searcher moves along a line, searching for the
boundaries of the zone where there is minimal
change in the distance indication.
b. Concentrate on straight lines; do not follow the
direction indication.
c. Searcher continues with orthogonal bracketing,
and uses markers to physically mark the
boundaries of the rectangle.
d. Precision and discipline in maintaining straight
lines is critical.
3. The centre of this rectangle becomes the burial location;
perpendicular to the slope.

Edgerly, B. “Pinpointing on a Line: A Modern
Technique for Solving Deep Burials” 2002
International Snow Science Workshop,
Penticton, British Columbia

Backcountry Access
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=b68SDzzw2c4
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Fine Search
in a Circle
Digital with
analog
capabilities
or analog
only

4. Mark the midpoint of the sides of the rectangle to provide
a reference target for the probing and excavation efforts.
5. Reposition excavation efforts to the centre of the
rectangle.
Refer to Page 5 of Manuel Genswein’s technical paper for the
Step-by-Step on how to conduct the Fine Search / PinPointing in a
Circle search strategy. Use the link provided in the next column.

Genswein,M. “Pinpointing in a circle – an
effective and reliable system for the precise
location of deep burials” 2000 International
Snow Science Workshop, Big Sky, Montana
http://arc.lib.montana.edu/snowscience/objects/issw-2000-357-362.pdf

3. ICAR Wanding:
It is important to be familiar with best practices for marking locations on an avalanche rescue site. Correct marking of locations on an avalanche ensures that when
other rescue parties arrive the rescue site is clearly laid out, they can recognize what has taken place, and there is less potential for errors and misunderstandings.

Reference:
International Commission for Alpine Rescue: Commission for Avalanche Rescue
Recommendation REC L 0003 - Regarding the Marking of Locations on an Avalanche
http://www.alpine-rescue.org/ikar-cisa/documents/2007/RECL0003E.pdf
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4. Tactical Triage
Tactical triage is a way of prioritizing assistance in a multi-casualty incident where both burial depth and medical triage assessment are considered. Any system of
rescue prioritization may assist in multiple-burial rescues when the rescue team’s resources are stressed and overwhelmed. In any other circumstances, this
system of rescue priorities may be inappropriate.

Reference: Brugger, Hermann et al. Resuscitation of the Avalanche Victim: Evidence-based guidelines of the international commission for mountain emergency
medicine (ICAR MEDCOM) Resuscitation, Volume 84, Issue 5, 539-546
http://arc.lib.montana.edu/snow-science/item/1599

Figure 1 - On-site patient management medical algorithm
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Appendix A Device-Specific Recommendations to Find Multiple Burials
1. Tracker DTS and Tracker2: This device has a Special (SP) mode that helps recognize other transceivers in the scenario. This mode can be used to help find up
to four transceivers, but takes practice and discipline and can be difficult to use. The multiple-burial indicator light on the Tracker2 can help identify when there
is more than one signal in the general search area and more than one in close proximity. At that point, the Micro Search-Strip or Three-Circle method can be
applied to find other transceivers if searchers are not confident using the SP mode. Here is a helpful write-up by BCA using Tracker-specific features in alternate
search techniques: https://avalanche.box.com/s/vetw3wtgmhyvnhfwf1nm7jefe6voxq99
2. Barryvox Pulse: All searches should begin by using the standard mode with the marking function. If a “stand still” message appears in the display, the device
has detected a signal-overlap condition and has no usable information to process. The best action is to stop and wait for the signal overlap to end, usually five to
ten seconds, at which time the display will usually show new distance and direction indications. If it does not, and “stand still” repeatedly appears, this indicates
that the marking function will not be reliable, and an alternate search strategy should be employed.
If marking does not work, leave standard mode (marking) and go into backup mode. In backup mode, analog sounds are available to the searcher, and the device
will show the distance indication to the strongest signal instead of showing the distance indication only to the burial highlighted in the list of buried subjects. It is
also important for the searcher to know the difference between backup mode and pure analog mode. In backup mode, the Pulse will manage the sensitivity of the
receiver, keeping the analog beep sounds at an optimal level. In pure analog mode, the searcher takes control of receiver sensitivity, with the result that the
distance indication may become misleading if the sensitivity is set too high. In the backup mode, the searcher should use the Micro Search-Strip or Three-Circle
method.
3. Barryvox Opto 3000: A multiple-burial indicator light is built into this unit. Analog sounds automatically come on when a multiple burial is detected. The
optional analog mode for multiple burials requires searcher to be comfortable with analog searching and using the Micro Search-Strip or Three-Circle methods.
4. Ortovox S1: This device can display up to three buried subjects on the screen and has a marking function. If marking does not work, go into 4+ mode (which
will automatically reduce the sensitivity down to about 5m) and turn on the analog beep sounds after the first burial has been marked. At this point the Micro
Search-Strip or Three-Circle method must be used. A “stop” message may appear if there is a signal-overlap condition during the search. In some cases, the
transceiver will correct itself after the searcher has stopped and remained still, but in others it will not.
5. Ortovox 3+: This device has a multiple-burial indicator for up to three signals with a marking function. If marking fails, try the Micro Search-Strip or ThreeCircle method. Ortovox also advises a method called “sector” searching, which is like attacking the scenario from different quadrants.
6. Ortovox F1/M2: This is an analog-only device. Searchers must be comfortable with the Micro Search-Strip or Three-Circle method, with the sensitivity set
down to 5m.
7. Pieps DSP: This device has a multiple-burial indicator for up to three signals with a marking function. If marking does not work, try the Micro Search-Strip or
Three-Circle method.
8. Pieps Freeride: This is an analog-only device. Searchers must be comfortable with the Micro Search-Strip or Three-Circle method.
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